Your Social Credit Score. SCS.
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Another fraud being run by the Civil Service criminal parasites is the Social Credit Score. SCS.
Your Social Credit Score is an assessment of your compliance to The State.
Do you wear a mask, have you had your annual vaccine. Do you show any signs of subversive anti
state behaviour, are you politically correct. Do you watch the BBC or Sky News.
Are you a compliant slave or a dangerous subversive?
All the data from your Facebook account is used and assessed by an Artificial Intelligence A. I.
to grade you into a personality type.
The speech in your home is recorded from your Alexa device or laptop, pc, phone, tablet, TV &
analysed for key words & emotions.
You are tracked by your phone, street camera, 5G lamp post scanner & all your movements logged.
Your medical records, police records, council account, passport, driving licence, HMRC tax account,
bank account, are all integrated.
Also your employment records, education, exams, hobbies, shopping history, your habits, religion,
social clubs, & academic achievements.
They have already scanned all your family & friends contact list & everyone you meet.
They already track & keep everything you do on a computer.
And when they have collated all this illegal data together, they will total it & categorise you into;.
A compliant slave or a dangerous subversive.
Obviously being a member of the Gestapo helps.
Being one of The Rich multi billion pound criminal psychopathic despots allows you complete exemption
& freedom to travel anywhere.
Honesty, Integrity & Justice will be replaced by PC rules which make no sense & you don't understand.
Your thought crimes will be punished randomly & without complaint.
Your possessions & travel documents will be removed until you have earned the necessary credits.
Your money will be an allowance subject to your SCS compliance grade.
There are a few problems with this.
The first being, the restrictions on data storage would require cutting down the world population to 10%
The second being, that when The Rich Psychopathic Parasites have no Slaves to torment, they will turn
on each other.
Kings & Queens eh! What are they like?
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